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By Ray Bradbury

HarperCollins Publishers. Paperback. Book Condition: new.
BRAND NEW, Now and Forever, Ray Bradbury, Two dazzling
new novellas from the celebrated author of Fahrenheit 451.
Two previously unpublished novellas comprise this astonishing
new volume from one of science fiction's greatest living
writers. In the first, 'Somewhere a Band is Playing', newsman
James Cardiff is lured through poetry and his fascination with
a beautiful and enigmatic young woman to Summerton,
Arizona. The small town's childless population hold an
extraordinary secret which has been passed on for thousands
of years unbeknownst to the rest of human civilization. In the
second novella, 'Leviathan '99', the classic tale of Herman
Melville's 'Moby Dick' is reborn as an interstellar adventure. It
recounts the exploits of the mad Captain Ahab, who, blinded by
his first encounter with a gigantic comet called 'Leviathan',
pursues his lunatic vendetta across the universe. Born in space
and seeking adventure in the skies, astronaut Ishmael Jones
joins the crew aboard the Cetus 7 and quickly finds his fate in
the hands of an indefatigable captain. Published together for
the first time in one volume, these two stories twinkle with
Bradbury's characteristically intricate metaphors and lyrical
phrases. Both are a lasting testament to...
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Extensive guide! Its such a excellent read. This can be for anyone who statte that there was not a worth looking at. I
am just effortlessly will get a satisfaction of looking at a written publication.
-- Melvin Hetting er-- Melvin Hetting er

This book will not be e ortless to start on reading through but very exciting to learn. It is amongst the most
remarkable book i have got go through. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding.
-- Dr . Ea ston Collier  DV M-- Dr . Ea ston Collier  DV M
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